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Dream shopping 
Week 2 – Activity 2 

 
Focus of activity: Finding change from £100 using Frog (counting up). 
 
Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Show children a page of toys, computer games, skates, etc. from a shopping website (see child 

instructions). Ensure the prices are under £100 but more than £20.  
• Ask children to choose one item. Then explain that they have an imaginary £100 so if they buy 

their chosen item, how much change will they get?  
• Model how to do this using an example children have not chosen, e.g. Game controller £45.99. 

Discuss the fact that the calculation you are working out is £100 - £45.99. How can we find the 
answer to this subtraction? Using Frog! 

• Ask children what you write, confirming you write the number being subtracted on the left, and 
then, on the right at the other end of the page, you write the £100. Model writing £45.99 on the 
left and £100 far away on the right.  

• What do we do next? When subtracting amounts of money, we need to jump to the nearest 
pound first, then to the nearest £10 and finally to the £100. Model doing this drawing a Frog hop 
to £46, then to £50, then to £100. Choose a child to write the amount of each hop above it.   

• What do we do next? Point out that we add the hops. What does the answer mean? It means 
that you get £54.01 change from £100 when you spend £45.99 on a games controller.  

• Ask children to work out the change from £100 if they bought their toys. Support them in writing 
a subtraction. They then draw a number line jotting, showing the hops to the next £1, multiple of 
£10 and then on to £100. Check they have written the correct number of hops and that the 
numbers above the hops are also correct.  

• If children have trouble hopping from 23p to the next £1 in one hop then show them how to hop 
to the next 10p and then to the next £1.  

• Ensure children are adding up the hops efficiently, remembering not to mix up pounds and 
pence. Note these should be labelled on their hops, e.g. the first hop is pence.  

• Have children check each other’s calculations by doing them themselves or choosing more toys 
to buy, working out change from £100.  
 

Up for a challenge?  
Can children choose two items and add them together then work out how much change they get 
from £100. Remind them they have to find two items with a total under £100. Can they check their 
answers using addition? For example if they bought two toys and use column addition to find the 
total cost, they then subtract the total cost from £100 using counting up with Frog. They can then 
check the amount of change they have by adding their answer to the total cost of the toys and if the 
answer is £100 they know they have completed the subtraction correctly. Encourage children to 
discuss this process as they do it, explaining why they are doing each step.  
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Now it’s the children’s turn: 
• Children choose an item from the dream shopping page they would like to buy priced 

between £20 and £90.  
• They work out how much change they would get from £100 using Frog to do a 3-hop 

subtraction. Go from the price of the item to the next pound, then to the next ten pounds 
and then to £100 remembering to label their hops pence or pounds so they don’t mix them 
up! 

• They add the hops to find the total amount of change.  
• Children check their partner’s work by doing their own Frog subtraction to see if they are 

correct. 
• Repeat choosing a different item.  

 
S-t-r-e-t-c-h:  
Children find two items they would like to buy? They must cost under £95 for both. They use column 
addition to add together the cost of the two items. They work out how much change they would get 
from £100 using Frog subtraction checking their answer using column addition and adding their 
change and the total cost of the toys together. This will equal £100 if their calculations are correct! 
 

Things to remember 
Check to see children can add to the next pound using their bonds to 100. If they cannot do this, 
then split the pence into two hops, one to the next 10p and then one to the next pound. Ensure 
children are using their bonds to 10, and multiple of ten bonds to £100. Remind children how 
important knowing their bonds to 10 and 100 are. It helps with LOADS of mathematics!  
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 
 

Resources  
• Shopping webpage (see child 

instructions).  
 

Outcomes 
1. Children can calculate change accurately in pounds and 

pence from £100.  
2. Children know their bonds to 10, multiple of ten bonds to 

100, and bonds to 100.  
 
 


